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Japan     Greetings  
 

 

Yoshiaki Harada 

Member of the House of Representatives Japanese government 

Honorary President 
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          Greetings
 
Kentaro Sonoura  

Member of the House of Representatives Japanese Government 

President 

 
 

 
 
 

                                                                                                     
 

 
 

 

 

 
 

 

 
Congratulatory Address 
 
I would like to express my best wishes to the Super Karatedo Junior Gran Prix and the World Cultural Festival. 
It is wonderful to practice Karate for mind and body. 
I was a Parliamentary Secretary for Foreign Affairs until last year and visited many countries. 
As you know, many people study and practice Karate around the world. 
I believe that they obtain not only a strong body and technique, but also a wonderful mind through the practice, 
especially for young generations. 
Karate will continue to be very popular in future.  As such, we have many opportunities to exchange culture 
through Karate. 
Finally, I wish for all participants to show a high quality of technique and mind developed through long dedication 
and practice, and for all spectators to give their full support. 
 
Chairman, Ex- Parliamentary Secretary for Foreign Affairs  
Member of the House of Representatives,  Kentaro Sonoura 
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                    Greetings
 

Masayuki Kukan Hisataka, Kensei 10th Dan 

Founder, President / World Koshiki Karate-do Federation  

Head Professor / Okinawan Shorinjiryu Kenkokan Karate-do  

Chairman / World Super Karate-do Union  

 

 

 

 

 

                                                                                                     
It is a great pleasure for us to welcome all the Guests, Shihans, Senseis, Young Athletes and Karate fans to the 
Super Karate-do World Junior Grand Prix, WKKF Seminar & World Cultural Exchange Festival here in the resort city 
Urayasu. 
 
Karate originated as a BUDO Art to fight without any weapons in Okinawa. Honoring this origin, “Super Karate-do”  
Koshiki Contact KUMITE is a systematic fighting method using bare hands and feet, consisting of basic ways to 
block, punch, and kick.  By wearing the Super Safe Body and Face protectors, it is possible for Karate-ka to  
punch and kick directly to the opponent with dynamic power and variety of techniques without injury. In addition,  
are able to clearly and simply understand the principles and results of a match. 
 
BUDO have their origins in the traditions of Bushido –the way of warrior.  Koshiki Contact Karate-do as BUDO 
is a time-honored form of not only physical but spiritual culture. Practitioners study the skills while striving to unify 
their mind, technique and body, develop his or her character, enhance their sense of morality, and to cultivate a  
respectful and courteous demeanor. This elevation of the human spirit will contribute to social prosperity and harmony,  
and ultimately, benefit the people of the world. 
 
I would like to express my most sincerely appreciate and great respect; 
Professor Masamitsu KUDAKA, Hanshi 8th Dan, (Deviser / World Super Karate-do Union, Chairman / World 
Koshiki Contact Karate-do Federation and 10 times World Champion), Professor Yukio SAKAMOTO , Kyoshi 7th 
Dan, Professor Mamadou DIALLO, Hanshi 8th Dan (Special Adviser / Pan Africa and Europe Koshiki Karate-do 
Union) Shihan Yoan KONGOLO , Kenshi 4th Dan (World Champion of Kick Boxing and Koshiki Contact Karate-do), 
Professor Luc Gilbert, Hanshi 8th Dan (Chairman Pan America Koshiki Karate-do Union )Professor Paul JACKMAN, 
Kyoshi 7th Dan (4 times World Champion), Shihan Alexander FILYUSHKIN, Renshi 6th Dan (Chairman, Eurasia 
Koshiki Contact Karate-do Union, World Champion holder), Shihan Vadim BARANOV, Renshi 6th Dan (World 
Leading Sensei producing World Champions), Professor Nick KIN, Kyoshi 7th Dan (Oceania Koshiki Karate-do 
Union), Shihan Andrew REILY, Renshi 6th Dan (World Champion, Chief Instructor, Okinawan Shorinjiryu Kenkokan 
Karate-do in Australia), for their effort and hard work of teachings, training and promoting “Super Karate-do” 
Koshiki Contact KUMITE 

 
We have been promoting our “Super Karate-do” Koshiki Contact KUMITE for more than 35 years. Recently, we are 
working for “Super Karate-do” to be adopted as a Pysical and Spiritual Educational School Program for youth of 
UNESCO to which 193 countries accede. In addition, we would like to part in the World Games 2017 in Poland, and 
Olympic Games 2020 in Tokyo, Japan. 
 
In this Junior World Grand Prix, young KARTE-KA s of different styles have great opportunity to meet, compete and 
exchange friendship internationally through “Super Karate-do” Koshiki Contact KUMITE and KATA. We believe that 
it will make them to gain and learn international range of vision.  
 
Late KAISO (Founder) Masayoshi Kori Hisataka (KUDAKA in Okinaw), KENSEI (Holy Fist) 10th Dan says that 
“Thousands times of training make technical development and Millions times of practice create spiritual 
achievement”.  I sincerely hope that those who are participating in this Super Karate-do Junior World Grand Prix, 
will compete fully displaying your technique and mental strength you have forged through your training.   
We really hope all of you to train Super Karate-do hard and constantly. Then you are truly the Winner.
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Masamitsu KUDAKA, HANSHI 8th Dan 

Deviser, World Super Karate-do Union   

 

SUPER 
 

 
SUPER 2020

 
 

 
 

 
I would like to express my best regards to all Junior Karateka, Sensei, families and sponsors. 
Through Super Karate-do(Koshiki Contact Karate-do) training and tournaments, we aim to 
develop and sustain people who work together for the benefit of their community, their nation, 
and the world. To this end, Karate Kids from over 15 countries across all five continents gather 
here in URAYASU City, Chiba, Japan for a friendship tournament and cultural exchange. I really 
hope everyone enjoy the day! 
 

Come to see my Facebook! Instagram and YouTube!!! 
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Greetings
-do 

Junior World Grand Prix, WKKF Seminar & World Cultural Exchange Festival. I believe Koshiki 
Karate Style is the best Karate style to learn perseverance, endurance and determination without 
injury and through Koshiki Karate training, every practitioner will be able get proper and adequate 
Karate skills safely.  I do hope this Super Karate-do Junior World Grand Prix helps the young 
Koshiki Karate fighters who participate in this event develop wonderful friendships and enjoy a 
great network.  This experience will definitely be an asset in their future lives. I am very happy 
that Koshiki Karate will play a part in encouraging the next generation towards the spiritual 

instructors of these young competitors to encourage them and praise them. Sometimes you get 
the bear, and sometimes the bear gets you. Please admire their courage and endeavor after the 
fight, and each young competitor, keep your chin up whatever the match result may be. In closing, 

what I emphasize most strongly is the effort of Kensei Masayuki Kukan Hisataka, Hanshi Masamitsu Kudaka and the people 
who organized this excellent event. With great respect I thank you for your leadership.  
 
Best Regards 
 
Masaki Enomoto 
Shorinjiryu Kenkokan Shinbukai, New Zealand New Zealand Dojo      
Address    12A McCrystal Avenue Bucklands Beach Auckland New Zealand    
Phone      9-533-6195 email        enomoto.shinbukai@gmail.com    

Masaharu Kina/ Chairman Okinawa Assembly   

 
 
 

 

 

 
 /  /  

 
 
                                                                                                     

2016 Super
super
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          Greetings
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Pan America          Greetings  
 

 

Hanshi Kunio Tanabe .WWKF. 
Head Master Tanabe Organization of Venezuela 

 

 

 

 
 
 
                                                                                                     
 
Dear SO-SHIHAN Masayuki KUKAN HISATAKA, KENSEI  
 President, World Koshiki Karate-do Federation 
Head Professor, SHORINJIRYU KENKOKAN KARATE-DO Headquarters and all representatives of World Koshiki 
Contact Karate-do Organizations. 
First at all, best regards to all members. Thank you for the official Invitation Letters of “World Cup URAYASU Super 
Karate-do Junior World Grand Prix; Cultural Exchange Festival at URAYASU City Gym on the 25 th and 26 th in 
June this summer 2016. 
Unfortunately, I and the members of my organization are unable to assist so important event this June, obey 
different reason and limitation, because our Country, Venezuela, nowadays suffer so many political and economic 
issue that make impossible our present there. 
However, I feel very proud to see how our WORLD KOSHIKI KARATEDO FEDERATION, become part of the 
UNESCO Education Program as a Super Karate-do Koshiki Contact Kumite and   contribute as a BUDO Culture 
towards world peace. 
Moreover, I record that I never stop keep my deep Study, Training, practice and developing theory and spiritually 
field and also teaching my disciples in order to spread humbly way the WKKF, not only as a Legal representative 
branch in South America (Venezuela) to Shorinjiryu Kenkokan Karate Do directly affiliated to the Shorinjiryu 
Kenkokan Karate Hombu Dojo in Japan, but also opening under my supervision news dojos in Calgary (Canada) 
and coming soon in California and Houston (USA), with the same ideology of WKKF. 
Respectfully yours, 
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          Greetings
 
 
Luc Gilbert, Shihan 
Kyoshi, 7th Dan Koshiki Karatedo 
Renshi, 6th Dan Shorinjiryu Kenkokan Karatedo 
Co-President & Technical Director, Canadian Koshiki & Shorinjiryu Kenkokan Karatedo 
Associations 
 
 

                                                                                                     
 
On behalf of the Canadian Shorinjiryu Kenkokan & Koshiki Karatedo Associations, I would like to congratulate the 
organizing committee of the Super Karate-do Junior World Grand Prix, WKKF Seminar & World Cultural Exchange 
Festival to be held in URAYASU CITY, Japan 
 
As Canada was the host in Montreal of the 7th (1989) and the 16th (2007) World Koshiki Karatedo Championships, 
we know the tremendous amount of work related to the organization of this major event. I wish the organizing 
committee a great success. 
 
This event is a great opportunity to contribute Karate-do as a BUDO working towards world peace and friendship. It 
is also a step to the path to make Koshiki Contact Karate part of the UNESCO Education Program for training the 
world’s youth. 
 
Best wishes to all participants to this great event. Participants will work hard to demonstrate their great technical 
skills in a high level of spirit. I would also encourage all participants to show friendship and sportsmanship during all 
different activities covered by the event. It is an opportunity to meet people from other countries and participate to a 
friendly competition. 
  
  

          Greetings
 

Philippe Nadeau, Shihan 
Kyoshi, 7th Dan Koshiki Karatedo 
Kengo, 5th Dan Shorinjiryu Kenkokan Karatedo 
Executive Member, World Koshiki Karatedo Federation 
General  Secretary, Pan American Karatedo Association 
Co-President & General Secretary, Canadian Koshiki & Shorinjiryu Kenkokan 

Karatedo Associations 
                                                                                                     
 
On behalf of the Canadian Shorinjiryu Kenkokan & Koshiki Karatedo Associations, it is my great pleasure to send 
my heart felt congratulations to the members of the Super Karate-do Junior World Grand Prix, WKKF Seminar & 
World Cultural Exchange Festival to be held in URAYASU CITY , Japan 
 
This event will be an excellent showcase for Koshiki Karatedo as we seek recognition by UNESCO as and 
educational program for the World’s youth allowing them to work together for the benefit of their community, nation 
and world. 
 
Canada has been from the onset a strong supporter of Koshiki Karatedo having participated in the first World 
Koshiki Karatedo Championship in Japan in the early 80s and having itself hosted 2 world championships and 
produced several world champions over the years. 
 
We wish to extend our best wishes to the participants and to the organizing comity for their hard work in putting 
together such a prestigious event.  
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          Greetings
 
 

John Gaddy  
United States Koshiki Karate-Do Federation 
 
                    Representative 
WKKF 6th Dan 

 
                                                                                                     
On behalf of the United States Koshiki Karate-Do Federation, I would like to convey my deepest respect 
and congratulations to all the athletes, instructors, special guests, and the organizers of the 2016 Unesco 
Cup Super Karate-Do World Junior Grand Prix. 
 
 Koshiki Karate-Do is being practiced all over the world giving an excellent foundation for our youth to 
develop world-class champions, prominent leaders of karate-do, and most important proper manners, 
discipline, and respect, all character traits associated with Budo to make our World better. 
 
 I would like to specially thank my instructor and mentor Hanshi Masayuki Kukan Hisataka, 10 dan 
for sharing his vision and creation of "Koshiki Karate-do" and Shihan Masamitsu Kudaka, 8th Dan for his 
hard work and ability to bring us all together for this historic event.  
 
 I am proud of everyone that has a part in this event, and we all should be excited to celebrate the success 
and cultural exchange that will occur, and will be remembered future generations to come. 
 

"You are not born a winner, and You are not born a loser. You are what you make yourself to be"!  
Good Luck to all the participants! 
 
 

          Greetings
 
 

 
  
Mega Martinez 
Kyoshi, 7th Dan 
USA Representative and Referee concil member: World Koshiki Karatedo Federation
 

                                                                                                     
 
June 7, 2016 
 
 I would like to extend greetings to all the participants, spectators, and honorable guests.  On behalf of 
the United States of America, I would like to congratulate So Shihan Masayuki Kukan Hisataka, Founder and 
President of The World Koshiki Karatedo Federation, and Hanshi Masamitsu Kudaka, Chairman of the Organizing 
Committee for The World Cup Super Karatedo World Junior Grand Prix at Urayasu Chiba, Japan. These events 
are to be held on Saturday the 25th and Sunday the 26th of June 2016, at the Urayasu General Gymnasium, 
Urayasu City, Chiba Ken, Japan Sincerely, 
I would like to remind everyone to compete in the spirit of Budo and friendship.  This is very important, for if we are 
to become an Olympic sport, we must show Karatedo in its very best light. I would like to thank So Shihan Hisataka 
for having the vision to create Koshiki Karatedo. Without him, there would be no Super Safe Gear, no fair set of 
competition rules open to all, and there would be no Koshiki Karate, as we know it.   
In view of current events, it is important to have friendly competition between different countries, and people in the 
name of peace, and not war. With this in mind, I would like to wish all the competitors good luck. 
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George Manoli, Shihan
6th Dan Koshiki Karatedo
5th Dan Shorinjiryu Kenkokan Karatedo

-KON Karate-Jitsu Club 
Canadian Koshiki & Shorinjiryu Kenkokan Karatedo Association
Crime Prevention Unit, Station 27 - Montreal Police Service (SPVM)
 

                                                                                                     
It is with great pride and pleasure that I send my heart felt congratulations to the organizing committee for putting 

-

Urayasu City, Chiba Prefecture, Japan.
Canada was one of the founding members of the World Koshiki Karatedo Federation back in 1980. As a competitor 
in 1980, 1983, 1985, I had the privilege of successfully representing Canada back then and I am truly amazed and 
impressed of the terrific and successful expansion Koshiki has been having around the World over the last 36 
years. 
The vision of making Koshiki Contact Karate-do part of the UNESCO educational program is a glorious endeavour. 

in a safe and clearly judged modern contact sport is refreshing to say the 
least.

the efforts of So-Shihan Masayuki Kukan Hisataka and those of all the members of the World Koshiki Karatedo 
Federation will be successful in achieving one day official Olympic recognition.
Respectfully Yours,

Shihan Paul Jackman 6th dan WKKF
Official Representative of the Canadian Koshiki Karatedo Association

                                                                                                

On behalf of the Canadian Koshiki Karatedo Association I would like to offer sincere Thanks and congratulations to  
Hanshi Masamitsu Kudaka 8th dan. Hanshi Masayuki Kudaka Kensei 10th dan and the organisers and sponsors of 
this 2016 Super Koshiki Karatedo Junior championships. I would also like to pay special thanks to Hanshi 
Masayuki Hisataka 10th dan and Shihan Masamitsu Kudaka 8th Dan of the WKKF for their relentless development 
and promotion of this wonderful sport of Koshiki Karatedo. We must always remember that whatever greatness 
koshiki karatedo brings us we must always remember that it is a gift given to us by the dedication and generosity of 

I wish all the Competitors at this championship good luck and a great experience, from your friends in budo from 
the Canadian Koshiki Karatedo Association.

           Greetings
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Oceania Greetings  
 

 
Super Karatedo Junior World Grand Prix and Cultural Festival 
 
Shihan Nick King, Director, Jinryukan Martial Arts and Nick King’s Lifestyle Centre: 
 
WKKF Australia and Oceania Regional Representative: 
 

 

 
 
 

                                                                                                     
 
 
On behalf of  Jinryukan Martial Arts Academy,  the World Koshiki Karatedo Federation and  Australia - Oceania 
Region, I offer our  congratulation to Masayuki Hisataka 10th Dan Kensei, Masamitsu Kudaka  8th Dan Hanshi, 
the organising committee, officials, sponsors, supporters and spectators, for the Super Karatedo Junior World 
Grand Prix and Cultural Festival. 
This very prestigious event is being held on 25th and 26th June 2016 at the Urayasu General Gymnasium, 
Urayasu City, Chiba Prefecture, Tokyo Japan and will include seminars, kata and kumite competition for the 
advancement of all junior athletes. 
I would like to share with all junior  competitors, from all styles at this wonderful event, that I started as a 10 year 
old junior white belt and for the last 27 years I worked very hard as a student in training and study, opened my own 
dojos and achieved selection as a national and international competitor. Became a world champion and 
represented Australia as team captain and senior referee at international events on many occasions. 
 
Representing your club, dojo, region and country is a real privilege!  Sometimes you win, sometimes  you lose, 
but NEVER giving up and always enjoy your training, competing, meeting new friends and especially learning and 
sharing with other countries and cultures. This is the greatest thing about karatedo. if I can achieve this you can 
too! 
 
There are people attending from all over Japan and the world, demonstrating that the World Grand Prix will be a 
wonderful stage to enable us to showcase our karate and highlight the quality of our young people that are being 
developed for the future of our sports. 
Representing your club, dojo, region and country is a real privilege!  Sometimes you win, sometimes  you lose, 
but NEVER giving up and always enjoy your training, competing, meeting new  and especially learning and 
sharing with other countries and cultures. This is the greatest thing about karatedo. if I can achieve this you can 
too! 
 
Further opportunities are being provided to develop international relationships and goodwill for our athletes, which 
will enable them to gain invaluable experience at this event, in their individual, team and national pursuit for 
developing their sport karate. 
On behalf of myself and all our colleagues from Australia, I wish everyone a great success in this competition. I am 
sure there will be good spirit, hard fighting and competitiveness, but also mutual courtesy and respect and also lots 
of lessons learned.  
 
I am delighted to visit Japan again and feel really privileged to be with you! Wishing you and your families and 
friends, all the best and every success at these championships. 
 
Yours sincerely, 
 
Shihan Nick King
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          Greetings
 

 

Super Karatedo Junior World Grand Prix and Cultural Festival Message: 
 
Shihan Andrew Riley  
Shorinjiryu Kenkokan Karatedo and WKKF Representative 
Australia and Oceania Region: 
 

 

 
                                                                                                     
 
 
On behalf of  the Shorinjiryu Kenkokan  Karatedo,  the World Koshiki Karatedo Federation and  Australia - 
Oceania Region, I offer our hearty  congratulation to Masayuki Hisataka 10th Dan Kensei, Masamitsu Kudaka  
8th Dan Hanshi, the organising committee, officials, sponsors, supporters and spectators, for the Super Karatedo 
Junior World Grand Prix and Cultural Festival. 
 
This very prestigious event is being held on 25th and 26th June 2016 at the Urayasu General Gymnasium, 
Urayasu City, Chiba Prefecture, Tokyo Japan and will include seminars, kata and kumite competition for the 
advancement of all junior athletes. 
 
Participants will be attending from all over Japan and indeed the world, demonstrating that the World Grand Prix 
will be a wonderful platform/stage to enable us to showcase our karate and highlight the quality of our young 
people that are being developed for the future of our sport. 
 
Unique opportunities are being provided for the further development of international relationships and goodwill for 
our athletes, whom will gain invaluable experience from this event, in their individual, team and national pursuit for 
developing their sport karate. 
 
With these objectives in mind, the organisation aims to develop and sustain people who work together for the 
benefit of their community, their nation and the world.  The philosophy of Super Karatedo is to work towards being 
included in the UNESCO Education Program aimed at providing more training for youth around the globe. 
 
A key feature of the championship is the exciting, dynamic, safe and realistic action of koshiki contact karate shiai, 
where contestants compete vigorously and safely whilst wearing Supersafe Bogu. Referees are highly qualified 
and the rules are simple. Hence there is no ambiguity around awarding points and deciding winners. The matches 
are easy to follow! Contestant’s referees, officials and spectators alike can enjoy the action. 
 
Having started my Shorinjiryu Kenkokan Karatedo and Koshiki Safety Contact Karate career as a young person 
and over a period of time developing into firstly a junior, then the senior karateka I am today, I became a successful 
national and international athlete in our sport, travelling to many countries, competing with and meeting many 
people from different social and cultural back grounds. This was available to myself and others, through planned 
international events such as this Super Karatedo Junior World Grand Prix. With hard work and effort, you can 
achieve this too! 
 
Best wishes from Australia to all ‘karate kids’ competing and the fifteen countries from the five continents of the 
world, attending this friendship tournament and international championship. May you have safe travels to the 
venue, enjoy healthy strong competition whilst doing your best and return to your respective homes safely, after 
enjoying such a positive experience. 
 
Yours sincerely, 
 
 
 
Shihan Andrew Riley
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                    Greetings
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      Greetings

                                                                                                 

      Greetings
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Europe       Greetings
 
 
Shihan Mamadou DIALLO 
Kyoshi 7th Dan 
 
Switzerland Koshiki karate do Branch Director 
Pan African Koshiki karate do Federation Special Advisor 
European Koshiki karate do Union 
 
 

                                                                                                     
Switzerland WKKF and Super Karate do Union Branch 
 
 the occasion of these Sportives and cultural great events that will take place in your beautiful and historical city, I 
would like to express my warmest and heartfelt congratulations to Hanshi Masayuki Kukan HISATAKA 10th Dan 
Kensei, Founder and Chairman of WKKF, for successfully leading this worldwide organization during many years, 
many thanks to Shihan Masamitsu KUDAKA 8th Dan who will head these prestigious events. He is many times 
World champion in the both Kata and Kumite and, Hanshi deviser for World Super Karate do Union. Thank you 
very much to all his organizing committee of Super Karate do Junior World Grand Prix & Cultural Exchange 
Festival, and official WKKF Koshiki Karate Do Seminars. These events will be held at the beautiful URAYASU 
General Gymnasium, URAYASU City, CHIBA Pref., JAPAN, from June Friday 24th, Saturday 25th, Sunday 26th 
2016. 
 
Like European Koshiki Karate do Union member and Pan African Koshiki Karate do Union Advisor, I would like to 
extend our sincere congratulations to Hanshi Masayuki Kukan HISATAKA 10th Dan and Shihan Masamitsu 
KUDAKA 8th Dan, for their tireless efforts to promote and develop karate do and Budo practices through the five 
continents.  
 
We also extend our warmest thanks to the Political, Cultural and Sports authorities from Japan, to UNESCO Japan 
for their contributions, to Cultural Organizations, Sports Federations and Associations representatives, Karate do 
and others martial arts Experts, TV technicians, contestants, spectators and parents who will attend these great 
events.  
 
Education through Super Karate do (Koshiki Contact Karate do System) that is the most advanced, the safest  
realistic means of karate do competition, that is also the most exciting and enjoyable system for the participants as 
well as for the spectators, seemed a dream but this dream become a reality through Super Karate do Union 
worldwide activities. We hope that in a very near future, Super Karate do will be a part of UNESCO Education 
Program for training the world’s youth. May these great 2016 Sport & Cultural events help to get a step closer to 
the realisation of the aim of Super Karate do “To develop and sustain people who work together for the benefit of 
their community, their nation, and the World”.  Super Karate do as BUDO works towards World peace, friendship 
and complete harmony between all nations and peoples.   
 
I hope that each junior competitor from various nations and styles  will compete fair, with good attitude, in the true 
Spirit of Budo and, will learn from his endeavour, exchange friendship internationally, whether he or her win or lose. 
I wish good luck, happiness to all participants. 
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          Greetings
 
 
Rui Ribeilo  Portugul 
 
 
                                                                                                     
 
WORLD KOSHIKI KARATEDO FEDERATION 
HANSHI and CHAIRMAN 
MASAYUKI HISATAKA 
  
GM KUDAKA MASAMITSU 
  
Thank you for your Mail - IMAF MEMBERSHIP, since 96 - WKKF BRANCH PORTUGAL. 
  
KOSHIKI in Worldwide presence will be sincerely a part of  DOJO STEPS. 
  
Hanshi MASAYUKI HISATAKA keep knowledge about Future Meeting.  
BELIEVE all DAYS. 
  
I send  a LIFE SPIRIT of GOODWILL and TRUE STANDARD of MARTIAL ARTS 
  
Shihan Ribeiro  
Soke Wind Warriors XXI 

          Greetings
 
Germany Koshiki Karatedo Representative  
Shihan Alassane Maiga 
TECHNICAL Manager of Mali and West African Koshiki Karetedo 
FEDERATION  
CHIEF Referee of All African Koshiki FEDERATION   
CHIEF instructor of Malian Shorinjiryu Kenkokan Karatedo 
Pioneer of African Shorinjiryu Karatedo 6 Dan  

                                                                                                     
I would like to wish the best the the UNESCO Junior Super Challenge in Tokio in JUNE 26 and 26 
2016. 
I an very happy for the récognition of Koshiki Karatedo as a tool of Education  throuth sport and 
philosophy of Life for the younger génération by such an World Organization . 
This évent to be a great succes for the gathering of all Youth of all continents. 
Throuth the efforts and Committment  o f Hanshi Masayuki Hisataka  Founder and chairman  of 
WKKF,we wish that the Karatedo will always rich High Peacks for his development. 
With the support of all African Karate people. 
Best regards. 
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          Greetings
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            Super Karatedo 

Junior World Grand Prix & Cultural Exchange Festival,      Koshiki Karate-do. 
    ,     ,      

   Koshiki Contact Karate-do    UNESKO.     
    Koshiki Contact Karate-do,           .    

   –        ,      
 , ,      .  , 

       ,     Koshiki Karate-do , 
  .   Super Karatedo Junior World Grand Prix     5 
             . 

   ,     !       
   ! 

 
 
 
On behalf of Russia Sport contact karate federation I am happy to greet all the participants of Super Karatedo Junior World 
Grand Prix & Cultural Exchange Festival and also supporters and fans of Karate-do. 
This event is of greater importance than simply an international tournament as one of its main purposes is implementation of 
Koshiki Contact Karate-do in UNESCO’s educational program. This step will become a new stage both in the advancing of 
Koshiki Contact Karate-do and in education and physical development of young people all over the world.  
Each new tournament is not only a way to determine the best sportsmen but also a chance to exchange experience among 
sportsmen and instructors and a chance of cultural exchanges and strengthening friendship. It is so pleasant to see that every 
year there are more and more people supporting this kind of sport, that our big international Koshiki Karate-do family is 
growing and developing.  This international tournament Super Karatedo Junior World Grand Prix have gathered young 
karate sportsmen from 5 continents with the aim of maintaining friendship and uniting sportsmen on our common way of 
KARATEDO. 
I wish the sportsmen success, bright performance and beautiful victories! Never stop at the achieved level and master your 
sport skills! 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Alexander Filyushkin / President / Russia Sports Contact Karate 
Federation 
Baranov Vadim / Chairman / Russsian Shorinjiryu Kenkokan Karatedo 
Federation 
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          Greetings
 
 

Alexander Filyushkin / President / Russia Sports Contact Karate 

Federation 

Baranov Vadim / Chairman / Russsian Shorinjiryu Kenkokan Karatedo 

Federation 
 
                                                                                                     
 
On behalf of the Azerbaijan Koshiki Karatedo Federation, we would like to express our congratulations on the 
occasion of Super Karate-do Junior World Grand Prix, WKKF Seminar & World Cultural Exchange Festival. It`s a 
great honor for us to congratulate to Shihan Masayuki Hisataka, Masamitsu Kudaka, all members of organizing 
committee. 
Koshiki Karatedo, in our view, is certainly the most exciting, realistic and safest from all over the Karate styles 
today. We hope that these merits would be mentioned by the International Olympic Committee and all our 
community will reach the highest goal of becoming the deserved members of Olympic Movement. 
We wish all participants good luck, strength of mind and best wishes in this upcoming prestigious event. 
 
 
Sincerely, 
Talib Berzigiyarov 
Shihan, 6th Dan, president of AKKF 
 
Anvar Hazarkhanov 
Vice-president of AKKF 
 

          Greetings
 
Leonid Timokin  Ukraine  
 
 

 

 
 
 
 

                                                                                                     
 
Dear Colleagues, 
We in Ukrainian Koshiki Karate Federation are happy to send our greetings on having the 
SuperKarate-doJuniorWorldGrandPrix, WKKFSeminar&WorldCulturalExchangeFestival. Our appreciations to the 
organizers of the competitions for their huge contribution to world sport development. We are sure that the work of 
the organizers of the tournament will not pass unnoticed by the International Olimpic Committee and as a result it 
will be another important step of the koshiki karate to the Olimpic goal. 
Sincerely, 
Leonid Timokhin 
Shihan, Kengo 5th Dan, president, Merited Coach 
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          Greetings
 

  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                                                                     
 

 

June 9th, 2016 

Dear Organizing Committee, 

On behalf of the World Traditional Karate-Do Federation we congratulate you for holding 
Super Karate-do Junior World Grand Prix & World Cultural Exchange Festival on                    
25-26 June 2016 in Urayasu City, Chiba Pref., Japan.   

We are especially pleased that this event has not only sport dimension but will also give an 
excellent opportunity for young people to cultural exchange and knowledge of other cultures 
and customs. 
 
We expect all competing athletes to exhibit the highest ideals of Budo and encourage all 
participants to show their gratitude to World Koshiki Karate-Do Federation and World Super 
Karate-Do Union for their efforts in organizing this event.  
 
We would like to take this opportunity to express our deepest appreciation to the national and 
local sports authorities and the City of Urayasu for their support. Finally, we thank the citizens 
of Urayasu for their warm hospitality extended to all participants.  
  
 
 
Sincerely Yours, 

             
W odzimierz Kwieci ski      
President        
World Traditional Karate-Do Federation    
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          Greetings

 
 

Koshiki Contact Karatedo Federation
Great Britain  

April 29th 2016

On behalf of myself and all at World Koshiki Karate Federation of UK, I would
like to congratulate all the organisers and management of the organising
committee who have arranged such a prestigious event in Urasayu, Japan in
June of this year.

It is with great pleasure that I can confirm our support for this event and
attendance at the seminars and tournament to represent Great Britain’s junior
team.

I am confident that this will be a memorable event and that the competitors will
be of the highest caliber in their sport. I wish everyone participating much
success and trust that everyone will enjoy this memorable occasion.

ArigatoGozai Masushita

ShihanCiaran Mitchell
FounderWKKFGreat Britain and Ireland
SeniorWorld Champion (Shiai) Australia 2015
General SecretaryWKKF
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                    Greetings
  
 

 

Francesca   Italy 
 

                                                                                                     
 
Cari amici , 
vi auguro un buon campionato per il THE WORLD GRAND PRIX  che si terrà a Tokyo il 25 e 26 giugno 2016 con 
rispettivamente i nostri grandi maestri Soshihan Masayuki Hisataka e suo figlio Shihan Masamitsu Kudaka a cui 
mando i miei piu' calorosi saluti. Rispettate le  regole del gioco per un fair-play degno del nostro insegnamento del 
karatedo. 
 
Sperando ritrovarvi presto su di un tatami , vi auguro buona fortuna ! 
 
Francesca Marra  
3° Dan

          Greetings
 
  
 

Sensei Mahamed Belalia 

2ième Dan Kyokushin Karaté  

1ère Dan Full Contact 

Full Contact Gennevilliers FRANCE 

 
                                                                                              

On the occasion of these Sportives and cultural great events, I would like give my best thanks to Hanshi 
Masayuki Kukan Hisataka 10th Dan Kensei, Founder and Chairman of WKKF, thank you to Shihan Masamitsu 
Kudaka 8th Dan who will head these prestigious events, World Super Karate Do Union, thank you Shihan 
Mamadou Diallo for helping me to understand how the Koshiki karate-do and to all his organizing committee of 
Super Karate Do Junior World Grand Prix & Cultural Exchange Festival, and official WKKF Koshiki Karate Do 
Seminars. These events will be held at the beautiful URAYASU General Gymnasium, URAYASU City, CHIBA Pref., 
JAPAN. From, June Friday 24th, Saturday 25th, Sunday 26th 2016. 

 
We also extend our warmest thanks to the Political, Cultural and Sports authorities from Japan, to UNESCO 

Japan for their contributions, to Cultural Organizations, Sports Federations and Associations representatives, 
Karate Do and others martial arts Experts, TV technicians, contestants, spectators and parents who will attend 
these great events.  

 
We hope that in a very near future, Super Karate – Do will be a part of UNESCO Education Program for training 

the world’s youth. I hope that each junior competitor from various nations and styles will compete fair, with good 
attitude, and will exchange friendship internationally. I wish good luck to all participants. 
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          Greetings
 

          

 
Dutch Shorinjiryu Kenkokan & Koshiki Karatedo 

“spiritual development of individuality in mind and body” 

 
 

  

 
 KOSHIKI SAFETY  CONTACT  KARATE 
 www.koshiki.nl  

 

Eikepage 4; 7943 RV Meppel, The Netherlands 
 +31 (0)6-44.99.05.66      lerk@koshiki.nl 

To: Masayuki Kukan Hisataka  
  Founder and Chairman of World Koshiki 
  Karatedo Federation and Head professor of 
  the Word Shorinjiryu Kenkokan Karatedo. 
 
To: Masamitsu Kudaka 
  Chairman of the organizing committee of 2016 World Cup, 
  URAYASU Super Karate-do Junior World Grand Prix 
                         
 
                             
Dear Kensei, dear Hanshi, 
 
It is with great pleasure that I express my sincere congratulations to the World Koshiki Karatedo 
Federation for the organization of the 2016 World Cup  URAYASU Super Karate-do Junior World 
Grand Prix 
 
A sports event like this not only offers a splendid opportunity to make ties of friendship across 
borders and increase intercultural awareness and understanding. By competing, it also offers 
young people to test their respective progression and the opportunity to gain a better knowledge 
and (self)understanding. 
Koshiki karate offers the advantage of full-contact fighting in a safe environment. This means that 
everything what is learned in “normal” karate, can be tested in a real combat situation without the 
chance to hurt the opponent. Through SuperSafe Koshiki Contact Karate-do Kumite training and 
tournaments, we are able to develop and sustain (young) people to work together for the benefit 
of their community, their nation and the world.  
It is wonderful to know that karate kids from over 15 countries across all five continents, will 
gather in URAYASU City, Japan for a friendship tournament including an international 
championship.  
 
On behalf of the Dutch Shorinjiryu Kenkokan and Koshiki Karatedo Association, I wish all the 
competitors a personal best performance and once again compliment all officials and the 
organizers on this major achievement. 
 
 
 
 
 
dr. P.C. Lerk, 
President of the Dutch Shorinjiryu Kenkokan Association 
and representative of Koshiki Karatedo in the Netherlands 
 
 
 

Meppel, 5 juni 2016 
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                    Greetings
 

 
 

Koshiki Contact Karatedo Federation
Ireland  

May 10th 2016

Dear
So Shihan Hanshi Masayuki Kukan Hisataka,
Shihan Masamitsu Kuduka
Senior Shihans, Senseis, Honorable members and organisers;

All of us at the newly developing Koshiki Karate Federation of Ireland send our
kindest regards and good will to you all in this great event.

Congratulations to the organisers of this event in Urasayu, Japan and with your
energy, expertise and commitment we have no doubt this special and
memorable event will be a great success.

We confirm support for this event and attendance at the seminars and
tournament to represent Ireland’s juniors and looko at this as the first of many
for our participation into this new Koshiki Karatedo Tournament system.

Sincere and kindest regards to all.

ArigatoGozai Masushita

 Terrence Ward 
SenseiTerrenceWard
WKKF Ireland
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          Greetings
 
Emzar Tsiklauri  
Chairman Georgia Koshiki + Shorinjiryu Kenkokan Karate Federation 
 

On behalf of the Georgian Koshiki Karatedo Federation we would like to express
our best regards to So Shihan Masayuki Kukan Hisataka, Shihan Masamitsu
Kudaka, organizers and participants of Japan Super Karatedo Junior WGP and 
Cultural festival.

This great event will be a big step towards to our goal - the development of junior karatedo, and also 
adult karatedo. It will hopefully display great technical skill, high spirit, friendship and sportsmanship
to benefit of all.

This event can shows that Karatedo serves people not only for better understanding each other, but
also for overcoming obstacles that separated them.

We wish all competitors, referees and judges good luck, fair play in Budo spirit and impartial heart.

          Greetings
 

Respected KENSEI Masayuki Kukan HISATAKA,and event organizers  
 
It is my pleasure to extend my greetings for the "Super Karate-do Junior World 
Grand Prix & Cultural Exchange Festival" you shall be hosting this month in 
Japan.  
As founder of the BDo-Way program provided worldwide bridging martial arts' 
wisdom with 21st century life and business I find it natural to support your 
philosophy and initiative leveraging Karate-do in cooperation with UNESCO 
Education Program for training the world’s youth and in contribution of 

Karate-do working towards world peace and friendship. 
I shall be happy to personally take part and contribute to your event, by providing BuDo-Way sessions 
demonstrating how BuDo can be leveraged by the general public for acquiring "tools for life", should you 
be able to cover my travel expenses coming to Japan.  
Should I be attending your event I shall be happy to also invite Israel ambassador to Japan.  
 
Please let me know if you can actually support my arrival to Japan and if I can be of further assistance 
to you in support of your event. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Eyal Nir  
Traditional Karate Federation Israel - chairman 
Founder of - Personal Leadership the BuDo-Way Program  
Lecturer at Afeka and Shenkar colleges 
  
Mobile: +972 547 770489 
Facebook: BuDo-Way 
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Greetings
 Dear participants and organizers of URAYASU Super Karate-do 
Junior World Grand Prix, 
I am very glad that this outstanding and important event for all the 
fans of koshiki karate will take place in Japan. Young people from 
all over the world will have a chance to compete in kumite and 
kata, to learn much from the Founder of koshiki karate, to show 
once again that the rules, the equipment, the spirit and the 
technique of this kind of sport make it the most suitable to be 
included in the school program and in the Olympic program. 
Several times we organized international koshiki karate 
tournaments in Noginsk, Moscow region and they always attracted 
great attention and interest. I wish you all success in conducting 
this important event and in developing your wonderful kind of 
sport. 
Vladimir Laptev, the head of Noginsk municipial district deputy 
council, Moscow region, Russia. 

 
 

 -  
 

 
 

 

 
 
General Ahmed Sekou Niambele 

President of the Malian federation and Associated disciplines (1995-2013) 

7th Dan Shotokan; 6th Dan Koshiki Contact Karatedo. 

- Officer of the National Order of Mali. 

- Knight National Merit of France. 

 

 

 

On behalf of Koshiki Karatedo Mali and representation WKKF in Africa; I greet all the participants of this prestigious 

event which is the World Grand Prix Koshiki Junior Karatedo in Japan to be held 24 to  26 June, 2016 in Tokyo, 

and the seminar led by Hanshi Masayuki Kukan Hisataka, 10th Dan, founder and Chairman of the WKKF. 

I take this opportunity to express my gratitude and congratulations to the Organizing Committee and all members 

WKKF. 

The event is so prestigious that brings together practitioners from diverse backgrounds under the directions of 

dedicated teachers in the development of Contact Karate while ensuring the safety of the fighters with the 

appropriate equipment. 

I hope that at the end of the tournament and the seminar, young people will increase the level of technical and 

spiritual development, which serve as a springboard for a secure future for Koshiki Karatedo as school and 

university discipline. 

I wish good luck to all participants and competitors. 
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           Africa            Greetings  
 

 Ousmane MAIGA   MALI 
 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 

                                                                                                     
 

Greeting  
On behalf of Mali Koshiki Karatedo Association and all West African Koshiki Karatedo Union ,  it is a 
great pleasure for me to express my congratulations to WKKF and the organizing committee of Super 
Karate-do Junior World Grand Prix, WKKF Seminar  & World Cultural Exchange Festival from  25th 
to  26th of June, 2016 at the URAYASU General Gymnasium, URAYASU City, Chiba Pref., Japan. 
My deepest and grateful thanks to Hanshi Masayuki KUKAN HIATAKA  10th DAN Kensei , Founder & 
Chairman World Koshiki Karatedo Federation for leading this great organization with tremendous 
ambitions for youth and the human development, by promoting friendship and sport in a total 
worldwide grouping of BUDO  through the five continent. The hard working and great conviction of 
Shihan Masamitsu Kudaka 8th DAN Hanshi Deviser World Super Karatedo Union, give hope to all the 5 
continent, specially African Countries for the future of Super Karatedo in schools program and. 
By the way, I address sincerely many thanks to UNESCO for the support to promote the training of 
youth through the education. 
I express my gratitude to all Shihan and sensei, contestants and all representatives who attended this 
prestigious event.  
Super Karatedo is the most realistic system of competition which will give more excitation and 
opportunity to contestants to test their practice safely by improving technic and individual development. 
I hope this event will enhance the historical friendship, will definitively introduce Super Karate do in 
the five continent as a part of school program. 
Best wishes and welcome to all participants and hope all will enjoy this Special event. 
 
Thank You 
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                                Greetings
 
 
Sensei Dieynaba Néné Coly 
Shushi 3th Dan 
WKKF Senegal Branch Representative 

 
 

                                                                                                     
Like member of West African Koshiki Karatedo Union, Senegal Branch  WKKF Representative,  it is a great 
pleasure for me to express my congratulations to the organizing committee of Super Karate-do Junior World Grand 
Prix, WKKF Seminar  & World Cultural Exchange Festival from  25th to  26th of June, 2016 at the URAYASU 
General Gymnasium, URAYASU City, Chiba Pref., Japan. 
My deepest  thanks to Hanshi Masayuki KUKAN HISATAKA  10th DAN Kensei , Founder & Chairman World 
Koshiki Karatedo Federation WKKF, who always support the economical and Koshiki Karatedo  development in 
all African continent by promoting friendship and Budo practice. Special thanks to Shihan Masamitsu Kudaka 8th 
DAN, many times World champion in the both Kata and Kumite and who contribute to promote and develop under 
the guidance of Hanshi Masayuki Kukan Hisataka, the World Super Karatedo Union. We hope that in the future, 
their hope and goal for the Super Karatedo in school program will be a reality in the 5 continents, particulary 
African Countries. 
I express my best wishes to all Shihan and sensei, contestants and all representatives who will attend these 
prestigious events.  
Best regards, arigato. 
 
 

          Greetings
 Farid HEBOUCHE   
KOSHIKI ALGÉRIE 

 

 
 

                                                                                                     
cher  Shihans/ Senseis  
C'est avec un rèelle plaisir et un sentiment de fierté que je vous souhaite la bienvenue à toutes les 
délégation qui participe à cette important événements qui est la super karaté -do junior World 
grand prix et cultural festival. 
Nous sommes honorés et vous remercions très sincèrement de votre invitation et l'attachement que 
vous porté à l'algerie qui a toujours travail ou développement du karaté -do koshiki et sa promotion 
ou niveaux national et international. 
Le développement d'une discipline sportive ne peut se faire sans un encadrement compétant ayant 
des aptitudes de communication et de formation. 
Le président,les membres de la wkkf en mis en place une politique de formation initiale et continue 
d'un encadrement qualifié apte à prendre en charge la formation pédagogique,éducatif,et sportive 
pour l'obtention de meilleurs résultats technique et du développement de notre       discipline. 
Nous remercions Hanshi Masayuki Kukan Hisataka fondateur du World Karaté - do Fédération 
pour ça confiance et nous saurions nous montrer dignes,en restant toujours disponible pour élèver 
haut notre discipline. 
Puisse dieu le tout puissant nous assister dans notre noble et exaltant tâche au service d'un idéal 
pour lequel nous avons accepté tous les sacrifices à savoir la promotion de notre discipline et 
l'éducation de notre jeunesse par la pratique sportive.  
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Honorary President 
 

Yoshiaki Harada /  
Member of the House of Representatives Japanese Government 

President  
 

Kentaro Sonoura /  
Member of the House of Representatives Japanese Government 

Highest Technical Advisor 
  

Masayuki Kukan Hisataka, Kensei 10th Dan   
Founder & Chairman, World Koshiki Karatedo Federation 

Chairman  Masamitsu Kudaka,Hanshi 8th Dan Japan / Asia 
Vice President  Kunio Tanabe, Hanshi 8th Dan  Venezuela/ Pan America 
 Nobuhiro Kikuchi,Hanshi 8th Dan Japan / Asia Pacific 
 Mamadou Diallo Hanshi 8th Dan Senegal / Pan Africa 

Switzerland/ Europe 
 Arexander Firyshkin  Renshi 6th Dan Russia / Eurasia   
 Luc Girbert, Hanshi 8th Dan Canada / Pan America 
 Nigel Mcreedee, Kyoshi 7th Dan   Australia / Oceania 
Chief Arbitrator  Hitoshi Namekata  
Vice Arbitrator  Alasonne Maiga Paul Jackman 
 Baranov Vadim Leonid Timokin 
Chief Referee  Yukio Sakamoto  
Sub Chief Referee  Nick King Paul Ford 
 Masayuki Onuma Andrew Riley 
Referee  Masahito Kudaka Ousmane Maiga 
 Mustapha Saadoudi Daisuke Yamamoto 
 Takuma Inami Makoto Kikuchi 
 Ciaran Mitchell Takuaki Toriyabe 
 Taichi Sato Yuki Onuma 
 Tomoki Kawashima Emzar Tsiklauri 
Highest Advisor  Hitoshi Tamari     President / JAPAN FEDERATION OF HEALTH SPORTS
                              Tatsuo Iwai Goju-ryu & Wado-ryu Winner 

!st University Karate Championshipin Japan 
 Tetsuhiro Hokama Professor / Okinawa Gojyu-ryu 
 Kunio Tanabe Shorinjiryu Kenkokan Venezuela 
 Koei Nohara Okinawa Shorinyu 
 Morio Higaonna World Leading Master / Okinwa Goju-ryu 
 Yoshinao Nanbu Doshu-soke / Worldwide Nanbudo 
 Koyo Ohira Directtor / International Budo University 

Organizing Committee  
 
Jhon Gaddy (USA) Luc Girbert (Pan America) Philippe Nadeau (Canada) 
Arassane Maiga (Germany ) Mega Martinez(USA) Rui Rebero (Portugal) 
Francesca Mara (Italia) Sergey Makarov (Russia) Shown Oleary (New Zeland) 
Gromov  Leonid (Russia) Alhasov Domitry (Russia) Ciaran Mitchel (England ) 
Makoto Kikuchi (Kenshikai) Peter Lark (Netherland) Palbin Sergey (Russia) 
Daisuke Yamamoto (Shinbukai) Dadous Coliby(Ivory Coast) Nene Coly (Senegal) 
Masayuki Onuma(Kenshikai) Naohiro Uchida ,(Kenseikai) Siddahrth Rawal (India) 
Teruo Hirano(Aichi) Takuma Inami(HinodeI) Shigeo Tsune(Aichi) 
Milsn Sheresta (Nepal) Takaaki Abe (Iwate) Tetsushi Ono (Tokyo) 
Peter Lark (Netherland) Zydrunas Budrys(Lietuvos) Kakha Basilia(Georgia) 
Masahide Kurita (Aichi) Nobuo Jinbo (Tokyo)  
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Technical Advizors  
Tadashi Kondo (Japan) Nichigo Minakami(Japan) Kensyu Kameyama(Japan) 
Toru Yoshizawa(Japan) George Manoli (Canada) Masaki Enomoto (N.Z.) 
Eiko Onuma (Japan) Takechika Miyazaki(Japan) Issei Koike (Japan) 
Sergey hesthovz Kensyu Kameyama(Japan) MasayukiTakizawa(Japan) 
Palbin Sergey(Russia) Nobuhiro Kikuch (Japan) Jun Onuma (Japan) 
Ksheremett Ekaterina(Russia ) Philippe Naduea (Canada) Sckovikov Alexander(Russia) 
Nene Coly (Senegal) Yuri Kovarenco(Ukraine) Sergey Makarov(Russia) 
Kakha Bassila(Gerogia) Ivanova Ekaterina (Russia) Dadouda Coulibaly (Ivory Coast) 
Sherri Egbert(hong Kong) Takashi Suzuki Masato Kitade 
Thilo Holzman Toshifumi Yagihashi James Oates(SeasideShoto-kan) 
Eva Gjerde(Canada) YoshinaoNambu(France/NANBU-DO) Berzigiyarov Talib (Azerbaijan) 
Sanauov Jastalp ( Chairman, Kazakstan Wado-kai) 

Speical Advisor  
Shin Ogawa Royale Nashinomoto Sent Takako Zuiseian Jin Motojuku 
Hideo Osaki Ichiro Kita Katsumi Oshiro  
Shinichi Gibu  (the Imperial Household respect Assochiation) 
Masaharu Kina  (Speaker Okinawa Prefectural Assemblly Japan 
Arif Pahayev  (Director, National Aviation Academy of Azerbaijan) 
Shturmin Alexey Norisovich (The Father of Karate in USSR) 
Uradimir Pavlov ( Vice President, Rubby Union of Russia) 
Michael D. Antonovich ( Mayer Couty of Los Angeles) 
David Sean Brennan (Sr. Director, Los Angels Dodger Foundation) 
Jhon Lim (World Lin Chamber of Commerce, Founder) 
Yoshihisa Asano.PHD. DPH (Noguchi Medical Research Institute 
W.I. Kwiecinski M.D. (president, World Traditional Karate-do Federation) 
Chad Fenwick( Advisor, Pysical Education K-12, Los Angeles Unified School District) 
Adrianna Valenzuela (Advisor, Physical Education COBT HEAC, Los Angeles Unified School District) 
Oleg Nabiev (Tores Kontrakt Company, Ukraine) 
Kazuyuki Kawata (President, The Nikkan Sports News) 
Iakov Borovoy (Foreigh Relations Director, Russian News Agency) 
Ikuo Mano (Asociatioa de Prietenie Japonia, Ukraina, Moldova ONG) 
Hiroshi Ikegami (Chairman, Japan Renaissance Creation Foundation) 
Tadashi Kanauchi (Presidnt, Towa Construction Co. LTD) 
Hisao Tsuruta (President, International Preserve Environment Co. LTD) 
Shigenori Tobisawa (General Manager of Tokyo Bay Maihama Hotel Club Resort) 
Patrick Escobar(Vice President of LA84 Foundation) 
Ha Spoing Kim, Th. D. Pastor 
Cyryl Kozaczewski (Ambassedor of Poland)
Hiroyuki Akiyama ( Tokyo Broadcasting Television Inc.) 

Advisor  
Masataka Iijima Zyduna Budrys (lietuvos) 
Alengoz Vyacheslav (Ukraine) James Oates (USA) 
Paul “British Ninja” Mccarthy (UCLA) Enver T. Hazarkhanov( Academy of Aviation Azerbaijan) 
Uradimir Averin (PublisherChampion Sports Magazine) Paul Musa Marjanli Editor in Chief, IRS Heritage  
Mir Ali Seyidov ( UNESCO Teacher Azerbaijan Jujitsu) Yasunori Tobitani(NPO General Consult) 
Hiroshi Ogino (Oggi Picures) Ivanov Dmitry (Ekisuikan) 
Shigeji Izumi ((President, Izumi House) Motomu Yoshikawa (Kokutou-ji) 
Petrukhin Igor (President, Russian Martial Arts Channel “Fighter”) 
David Bracey (Writer, Asiajounals, international Publisher) 
Kazuhito Takasue Secretary of Yoshiaki Harada,Member of the House of Representatives  
Koichi Iwao (Advisor Sizu World Animal Relief Support Foudation) 
Tracy Stub(V.P. Human Resources, YMCA of Western Ontario)
Ichiro Mori(Architect Design Mori International Co. Ltd)
Satoshi Wakatsuki (Manager, Construction Group N3/Expansion,Inc.) 
Eugene Zykov (Vice President, Cultural Foundation of Interregional Cinematograghy Film Commission-Russia) 
Dr. Alexander Panov (Professor of Moscow State Institute of International Relations) 
Vugar Aghyev (Special Correspondent of Azer Tac , Azerbaijan State News Agency)  
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JAPAN POLAND 

Michalina Florjanska 
Stanistaw Budecki 

Michal Closek 

Julia Bittner 

Aleksandra Zielinska 

Anna Zielinska 

Michal Maslak 

Mical Mroziewicz 

Barbara Moroziewicz 

Kamil Rak 

Karol Chlopicki 

Roch Kupczak 

Pola Kupczak 

NEPAL 

Kursang Sherpa  
Lakpa Sherpa 

Sushma Sherestha 

Sushma Tmang 

RUSSIA 

Pavel Panov 
Arina Avlova 

Nikita Kudin 

Arseniy Solomatin 

CANADA 
Saicot Paul 
Hamzah mjasiri 

UKRAINE 
Illa Miroshnikov 
Nikita Miroshnikov 
ALGERIA 

AUSTRALIA Djama riadh 
Nicholas McInerney  Medjadji mohamed islam 

U.K. Boumachta acherafe 
Mitchel Ghazli rania 

 Dikas Mrhdi 
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The support is human circle, harmony, environ

General Foundation

Japan Renaissance Creation Foundation
2 4 5 Horaicho, Naka ku, Yokohama 231 048 Japan
TEL: 045 341 0911 FAX: 045 315 2467
http://www.j renaissance.or.jp

Main purpose of Foundation is the rebirth and purification of the Earth. We strive to new
technology development and promotion, to protect the Earth's resources, and aims to the
creation of the world of the well being of living environment. Japan Renaissance Creation
Foundation, was established in order to receive and protect the glorious tradition and
culture of Japan over thousands of years and gather the soul power of all ethnic towards
the future of the development. Japan has been recognized in the world is referred to as
the "Land of the Rising Sun" Zipangu from ancient times, and has a history that ‘The grace
of the sun’ was brought to the world based on the information of Japan's sundial. In the
modern, many culture and civilizations have been the birthplace of the Yokohama.
We set up the troop headquarter and sailed from Yokohama to the world.

Japan Renaissance Creation Foundation
supports

Inheritance and Creation

Japan Renaissance Creation Foundation, in order to nurture the
children of the world is a treasure of the humankind, agrees with
the spirit of the 'world Koshiki Karatedo Federation', is intended
to support this time, "2016 SUPER Karate Junior WGP World
Cultural Exchange Festival".
With the spirit of the ‘Bushido’, to support the healthy growth
over the children of the mind and body, it is intended to
contribute to the international community by graduates of the
future of human resources in order to build a rich and well being
of society that goes beyond national borders.

Chairman: Hiroshi Ikegami
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